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Abstract: Supply chain agility and resilience are key factors for the success of manufacturing compa-
nies in their attempt to respond to dynamic changes. The circular economy, the need for optimized
material flows, ad-hoc responses and personalization are some of the trends that require supply
chains to become “cognitive”, i.e., able to predict trends and flexible enough in dynamic environ-
ments, ensuring optimized operational performance. Digital twins (DTs) is a promising technology,
and a lot of work is done on the factory level. In this paper, the concept of cognitive digital twins
(CDTs) and how they can be deployed in connected and agile supply chains is elaborated. The
need for CDTs in the supply chain as well as the main CDT enablers and how they can be deployed
under an operational model in agile networks is described. More emphasis is given on the modelling,
cognition and governance aspects as well as on how a supply chain can be configured as a network of
connected CDTs. Finally, a deployment methodology of the developed model into an example of a
circular supply chain is proposed.

Keywords: agile supply chains; cognitive digital twin; cognitive supply chains; cognitive manufacturing

1. Introduction

Manufacturing is becoming global, distributed and cognitive [1], making it necessary
to operate in complex networks of suppliers and logistics chains. In parallel, it is transform-
ing into “local” by supporting collaborations with local manufacturers to address flexibility,
resilience, personalization, and environmental reduction [2].

In the broader context, supply chains are moving from the traditional hierarchical
structures to “value webs”, characterized by complex, connected and interdependent
relationships, where knowledge flows, learning, and collaboration are almost as important
as more familiar product flows, controls and coordination [3]. This is recognized as key
strategic goal by the Industry 4.0 paradigm, being expressed as “the transformation of existing
manufacturing supply chain networks into more digitally connected and agile ones” [4].

The importance of connectivity and agility in supply chains is justified by various
factors.

First, the need for shortened product lifecycles together with the growing product com-
plexity, creates a pressure on realizing an effective and efficient product development [5].
The need for customization imposes supply chains to be more connected and aligned by
sharing knowledge. The trend is to transform existing mass production models into smart
products (by collecting information streams on their use and applying Artificial Intelligence
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(AI) services) [6], which are modular and with high degree of customization. To reach
the goal of customization, decrease the time-to-market and improve the flexibility of the
development process, the concept of agile product development is increasingly applied
within manufacturing companies [7].

Also, improved visibility and supply chain optimization is becoming more important
by the manufacturing companies. According to various studies, manufacturers are willing
to invest in new applications on improved value chain visibility, closely followed by risk
control and improving responsiveness. All these factors rank higher than cost control (65.4%
of business leaders rank value chain visibility as “very important” and 54.8% rank it higher
than simply cost control), and this is a major change in perspective for manufacturers [8].
Real-time supply chain optimization is shown to be a key factor able to reduce inventory
costs typically by 20–50% [9], while in other studies cross-organization data interoperability
in manufacturing industry is recognized as the top trend [10].

Last, the need for resilience is critical and given the COVID-19 experience supply
chains need to find the way to respond to different situations by disrupting the whole
model and ensure flexibility to changes. The need to ensure manufacturing and materials
flow requires new approaches with real-time information sharing, collaboration and simu-
lation/optimization models to assess alternative network setups either ad-hoc or even at
the strategic level.

In response to the above, the transition to agile and connected supply chains, is highly
dependent on the digital transformation of each participatory actor. Whereas various ICT
solutions allow monitoring and information flows using digital models, they are still com-
partmental and do not offer the full supply chain “visibility” and interoperability envisaged
by the paradigm. This can be achieved by a more holistic and “digitally smart” approach
through the application of a virtual, but realistic, digital equivalent to physical entities or
the DT [11], which is slowly taking a central position in digital transformation [12].

The usage of DTs and their benefits in the industry have not been fully realized yet.
In fact, until very recently, experts still identified DTs as one of the top 10 strategic trends
organizations need to explore [13]. In the context of connected agile supply networks, the
usage of DTs is very important, since it allows a manufacturing company to virtualize
its assets holistically and fully simulate, monitor and control their performance at factory
level. Moreover, DTs can potentially improve production planning and predictive mainte-
nance [14], monitor virtual production lines by connecting all involved stakeholders [15]
and optimize packaging, materials and logistics [16].

However, the DT as an independent digital model is not sufficient to realize the
dynamics and the needs of supply chains as described above. The need for synchronization,
knowledge sharing, responsiveness and optimization at the supply chain requires inter-
connected DTs with cognition capabilities (cognitive Digital Twins—CDTs) able to share
information, reason on top of this, understand complexity and perform actions, which
impact other actors in the network.

The scope of this paper is the conceptualisation and development process of such a
CDT model, focusing, beyond that, on its application to empower connected agile supply
networks. Section 2 outlines the approach, justification of CDTs in agile supply chains
followed by the description of main CDT enablers and the operational framework. The
cognition process together with the deployment methodology and reference application
scenarios are explained and discussed in more detail in Section 3, while Section 4 presents
an example of configuration and operation in a circular supply chain. Finally, Section 5
summarises the study’s conclusions and future work.

2. Methodological and Operational Framework for CDTs

An investigation of the present usage and adoption of DTs by manufacturing compa-
nies shows that current approaches to the implementation of DTs in manufacturing lack
a solid methodological framework. At the same time, there is no systematic approach
in scientific literature that applies the concepts of CDTs in agile supply chain networks.
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Though some early adopters have demonstrated applications of DTs for manufacturing,
current implementation limitations are:

• Inadequate understanding of the connotations of CDT-driven manufacturing.
• Focus mostly on operation and maintenance of production lines and not on the value

chain.
• Lack of application frameworks and reference models for CDTs [17].

The methodological approach, followed in this paper, for the definition of such frame-
work is based on the following three steps:

(1) Understanding the concept and functionality of a CDT.
(2) Positioning the CDT into the manufacturing context and more particular in reference

Industry 4.0 architectures using some reference scenarios.
(3) Define the basic enablers for a CDT and explaining how they apply in the reference

scenarios.

2.1. Understanding CDTs

A DT in manufacturing industry is defined as a digital replica of the physical system
(e.g., the entire supply chain) or integral parts of it (e.g., a factory, a production line) that: (i)
is an accurate enough virtual model of the real system, (ii) can simulate both the physical
state and behaviour of the system, (iii) can be uniquely associated with any single specific
instance of the system and its entities and (iv) it is for that purpose connected to it, updating
itself in response to known changes to the system’s state condition or context [18]. A Digital
Twin has a bilateral integration with the physical object by both getting information from
the object and controlling the physical object. It also combines an advanced data-acquisition
system, information technology and network technologies to create a virtual, digital replica
of a production system with various capabilities in manufacturing industry. Consequently,
it must:

• Create and manage a virtual model of the system.
• Virtualize the behaviour of the physical entity.
• Have different capabilities allowing to simulate, predict and optimize.
• Connect virtual (model) entities with physical ones, updating itself in response to

known changes to the entity’s state condition or context.

An advanced functionality of the DT is “Cognition” (i.e., CDT): a DT able to “reason”
and “act” taking into consideration the data, the states of the object and its behaviour [19].
This means that a CDT is able to understand, early detect and predict the impact of different
types of behaviour observed [20]:

• The Predictable Desired (PD), which is the desired (normal) behaviour of the system.
• The Predictable Undesired (PU), which are problems that are expected but we cannot

understand why they happen.
• The Unpredictable Desired (UP), which is the “surprise” and benefits/good behaviour

of the system that we did not expect to happen.
• The Unpredictable Undesired (UU), which is a serious fact and relates to behaviour

that we did not expect to happen, and we do not know why they happen.

A key differentiation between DTs and CDTs is that while some cognitive functions
are present in DTs, such as simulations, those focus on solving a specific task but lack a
holistic view of the existing models and aspects addressed by the DT. The CDT provides
such a view to relate their outcomes among different CDTs, learn how UP and UU events
affect the physical counterpart, taking cognition abilities to a higher abstraction level. CDTs
address how to enhance cognition over time by providing means to improve a specific
model through knowledge gathered from past UP and UU events or relating different
types of knowledge that are introduced to the CDT or emerge from different models or
components present in a DT [21,22].
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2.2. CDTs Positioning in the Supply Chain

DTs have an important role in the manufacturing and supply chain context. In agile
supply chain networks, connectivity among all factory assets and supply chain entities
is of utmost importance. The RAMI industry 4.0 architecture [23] emphasizes how to
connect different hierarchies of the factory from an individual asset up to connected
processes, the enterprise level and the supply chain (connected enterprises). Such “assets”
are orchestrated along the different product lifecycle phases (from development up to the
product use and maintenance). Similarly, the Industrial Internet of Things Connectivity
Framework is based on a hybrid interconnection in all product lifecycle phases and through
on a vertical (field device up to Service system) and horizontal level (supply chain) [24].
The common denominator of both approaches is the need for modelling all production
assets in a way that:

• There is an up-to-date representation of the operational behaviour, which is fed by
streamed data from sensing devices or other supporting measurement systems.

• All possible interactions with other production assets are known thus creating a virtual
representation of the factory/supply chain as a dynamic system.

• Combining the behaviour and the networking of such asset we can monitor, simulate
and optimize its performance.

Already large enterprises have adopted the concept of DTs in different models
and applications [20,25]. Furthermore, different DT scenarios are introduced in the
literature [19,26,27].

The importance of CDTs in the supply chain is that through their cognition capabilities
we have a holistic view of the whole context, relating entities and processes at various
levels of abstraction, and providing means to learn from them and their interactions. This
is essential, since we go beyond the typical boundaries of a physical object and through this
interaction concept, we are able to have a holistic approach of event detection, simulation,
impact assessment and optimization (actuation) in complex supply chain networks.

In the next subsections we will elaborate on the CDT characteristics and operation
in supply chains. We will define the main CDT enablers (characteristics) and a reference
operational model. At the end, we will provide some indicative application scenarios and
will elaborate more on a circular supply chain case, where stakeholders are interacting in
an attempt to optimize waste flows.

2.3. Enablers for CDTs in Agile Supply Chains

As introduced in the previous section a production entity (workstation, production
line, Factory) or a supply chain is considered as a network of inter-connected DTs, each
one having different capabilities. To realize this concept, each manufacturing context
(factory, supply chain) can be modelled accordingly with different levels of cognition,
communication and monitoring needs. Such configurability can be achieved by allowing
the end user to configure and monitor the physical assets as CDTs and associate them with
different capabilities/enablers presented in Figure 1.

Most of the above enablers have already been introduced in the literature [12,18,19]
and from different perspectives. Some of them are by default functions of a DT (profile,
lifecycle, visualizations); others have already been introduced as well (communication,
trustworthiness and computational). We propose the above approach which is in line with
the focus on agile supply networks. We are also complementing the previous work, by
emphasizing on the communication (among CDTs) and CDT governance aspects, an issue
that has not been elaborated much and with regards the applicability in the supply chain.
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Figure 1. Basic CDT enablers.

2.3.1. Profile

The CDT profile is all about its status, behavioural model, specifications and associated
models. It is the basic model of the CDT, which can be realized using a Knowledge Graph-
centric framework [22] addressing: (i) the underlying processes where the DT is part of; (ii)
ontologies supporting the semantics and syntax; (iii) APIs with analytics and optimization
services that support the whole cognition process (see Section 3).

2.3.2. Cognition

Cognition is the ability to understand context, reason on top of existing information,
predict and optimize behaviour. This ability comprehends all analytics and cognition
services, and each DT can have different cognition capabilities (from simple simulations up
to complex predictive models, anomaly detectors, and optimization). The basic blocks of
cognition are the following:

• Reasoning services, which are responsible for understanding a context and generating
new knowledge-based on existing domain knowledge, past data, data streams from
the physical entity, and insights obtained from simulation and prediction services, or
optimization models and services.

• Simulation and Prediction Services that propagate a DT’s behaviour in the future to
understand which future scenarios are most likely to happen and provide insight
into whether an undesired outcome is about to take place. Prediction services can be
used to learn from past anomalies and predict if new observed values are considered
anomalous.

• Optimization models and services, which allow finding valid and, in many cases,
near-optimal solutions, given a set of constraints.

To realize the cognition process, a CDT must embed the necessary analytics models
and provide APIs so that external analytics services can consume the insights. According
to IDC report [28] cognitive enabled supply chains can be a key to respond to key priorities
such as: eliminate waste, improve supply chain traceability and predictability, improve
service performance. In Section 3, we will analyse in more detail the cognition process.

2.3.3. Lifecycle

This refers to the ability to monitor and control the DT behaviour through its entire
lifecycle. As the DT illustrates the behaviour of a physical entity, the DT lifecycle can be
considered from the Product Lifecycle view [20,29], consisting of the following steps:

• Creation, where the profile of a DT is defined. Different configurations are assessed
and—using data streams—“asset’s” behaviour model is identified. This is achieved
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through experimentations/simulations and removing unpredicted and undesirable
behaviours.

• Production, where interfaces and created between the DT and physical asset and are
ready to communicate each other.

• Operation, where information between physical asset and DT is exchanged. There
any change in the physical asset (e.g., parts replacement) updates the DT model and
further information coming from the DT can predict anomalies or changes in the
physical asset’s behaviour. In principle, the operation is a continuous alignment of the
physical and virtual operation.

• Disposal or recycling. At the final stage, the full operation of a DT is considered as
source of learning to avoid future mistakes in next modelled production systems.

During the CDT lifecycle, the cognition models play a very important role since they
model, calibrate and improve the CDT’s behaviour. From the early phases of the CDT
design (Create and Production) we need to experiment different scenarios and conclude on
a particular desired behavioural model to be made. The desired behaviour also needs to be
calibrated with first operational data, which validates and refines the initial assumptions.
In the operational level we are dealing with information about the actual operation and
possible deviations that reflect either failures or even areas of improvement. Finally, at the
disposal level, we have a complete set of knowledge about the CDT’s operation (associa-
tions, rules, behavioural aspects), which can be replicated in the design and operation of
other CDTs thus minimizing the design time and cost. Recyclability of the CDTs in this
case is about reusing the knowledge/lessons learnt about the CDT in a particular context
and applying it in a similar case.

Depending on the application, different DT lifecycles from the creation, duration and
end of life perspective may appear. At first, we have the static CDTs, for example, in a
production line inside a factory, a machine that has a long lifetime and is part of a fixed
process (which behaviour can of course be upgraded but as an entity remains a long). In
such a case, the production line is a network of such fixed CDTs.

We might also have the case of an ad-hoc and more dynamic CDT. This is a case where
in existing production of supply chain networks we have for specific occasions the need
to incorporate a physical asset in an operation. Let us take the example of collaborative
logistics where a truck has a problem on the route and must find an alternative solution.
if we consider the logistics operation as a distributed network of collaborative CDTs
(Logistics Objects), the truck can identify a collaborator (i.e., another truck, which is in a
close geographical range) that goes to the same direction, fulfils all the needs of delivery
(conditions, capacity) and the governance/collaboration rules. In such case, the CDTs of
those trucks can identify through “social networks” such CDTs and “tweet” each other to
negotiate a collaboration [30].

Another example is the case of customized products. For a particular feature requested
by a customer, the manufacturer might need to assess different external asset providers
(e.g., 3D printing), which can deliver the part to be integrated in the product. In such case,
a DT of the candidate producer can be built in line with the CDT enablers so to assess the
performance. The lifetime of this CDT can be:

• Very short (creating and operating only in the planning phase: just examining whether
to collaborate with a producer).

• Time-limited in the case of a collaboration but in specific timeframe (e.g., only for a
particular and seasonal batch of products).

• Longer and lasting, in a case of more permanent collaboration with the producer.

2.3.4. Computation

Power computation is recognized by the Industrial Internet as a core element that
enables the equipment’s ability for failure prediction, energy analysis optimization, predic-
tive maintenance and other applications [24]. In a CDT context, this is translated into its
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ability to perform computations (considering the load of functions and calculations need to
perform) either or cloud and/or edge, depending on the CDT deployment and operation.

2.3.5. Communication

Is the ability of a CDT to communicate with its physical asset and with other CDTs as
part of the network it belongs (e.g., Workstation A with Workstation B, which belong to
the same production line). Communication services are supported through a messaging
layer which is responsible for the interoperation and information exchange. Through the
communication services we can model and operate networks of CDT, for instance:

• A production line: Network of interconnected machine CDTs.
• A factory: Network of interconnected operational entities that illustrate the main

manufacturing operations in the entire value chain.
• A supply chain network: A supply chain network will be a network of interconnected

CDTs each one representing the entities participating in the whole network (factories,
suppliers, customers, warehouses, etc.).

2.3.6. Visualizations

Refers to the ability to monitor the performance and lifecycle of a DT (using dash-
boards, VR, MR and XR technologies). Visualization services are collecting the processed
by the CDT information. Through an API such information can be visualized either in
dashboards or XR tools.

2.3.7. Trustworthiness

This is a combination of all technologies, models and applicable regulations (e.g.,
GDPR) to ensure that data are generated, transmitted, and received among CDTs under a
holistic trustworthy framework [31]. This includes data security, traceability, transparency,
confidentiality and integrity.

The above aspects are very critical and apart from the (cyber-)security technological
aspects to be deployed we need to enforce the right rules and policies for data sharing,
use and authorization. Let us consider a scenario of materials flow monitoring in the
supply chain: information such as product quality, delivery times and potential events
(machine breakdown, delays or predictive maintenance activities) have to be shared in a
transparent way in order to allow for re-scheduling from other stakeholders in the chain.
In such scenario where a factory CDT has to inform about an event, we need to ensure the
following:

• The right information is generated with respect to factory CDT’s sharing policies. This
means that the factory CDT will send only the necessary information in the supply
network without disclosing anything that is marked as “confidential”.

• Such information is sent and can be used only by the authorized CDTs. This is done by
enforcing access control policies in the network and applying the rules of collaboration
and governance aspects (which are detailed in the next section).

• Such data is actively monitored to ensure its integrity and detect potential data poi-
soning, that could disrupt machine learning models training, and their outcomes.

• Any action from the CDTs on the information shared can be traced, thus provid-
ing transparency of use in the whole supply chain and ensuring trust among the
collaborators.

• The information is accurate and values the rest stakeholders by updating their pro-
duction schedules and other internal operations.

2.3.8. Governance

According to the Canadian Institute of Governance [32] there are three main questions
to start understanding and structuring a governance framework:

• who has a voice in decision making?
• how are decisions made?
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• Who is accountable?

To propagate in the CDT concept, such questions are very important since CDTs
are linked with autonomous behaviour capabilities (cognition). Therefore, are aspects on
how information is processed, and decisions are taken from business, operational and
ethics point of view are quite important to agreed and incorporated in the design and
implementation of CDTs in different supply chain contexts. For example, in smart cities
an interesting work on governance is made on modelling Cambridge city as a DT [33].
In connected supply chains, we have CDTs of Assets that belong to different owners (as
entities) and we need to ensure accountability together with the right decision-making
procedures, norms, and rules, so to allow a synchronized decision making, depending on
the case occurred.

In the real (physical) world, information is shared, processed and decisions are taken
considering some business/operational rules or policies and in compliance with the ap-
plicable regulatory framework. In the same manner, in the virtual world, the DT needs
to be aware of those rules or even that reflect the priorities, policies and other terms of
collaboration under which, this DT operates. Such rules can be:

• Data sovereignty and governance: Introduced by the Industrial Data Space [34], this
refers to the rules of data management (ownership, terms of conditions and use).

• Prioritization of criteria in a context of decision-making (optimization): Imagine a
3d-printing-as-a-service company, which gets an order from a “big customer”. In the
decision on the delivery date (by combining other orders and reschedule its production
plan), if there is a strict service level agreement (SLA) of 24h delivery for the customer,
this changes the priorities and gives a higher level of important to this particular order.

• Legislation/Regulation: Let us assume the case of materials logistics using drones or
other autonomous vehicles (according to McKinsey [35], semi- autonomous delivery is
expected to be a trend from the near terms in the beginning of the 2020–2030 decade).
In such a case, there are specific regulations (with regards where to fly, etc.), which
must be modelled and enforced in the operation of the CDTs. Such rules are very
important and special attention has to be given to avoid liability issues.

• Reputation and past-experience knowledge: considering again the case of a contractor
manufacturer (3D printing), the past-experience creates knowledge and some pre-
dicted rules of collaboration behaviour. If the manufacturer’s supplier has not proved
trustworthy in the terms (e.g., delivery dates) then the 3D printing company faces
some risks in delivering the product according to the SLA. Reputation mechanisms
and records from previous transactions can form those rules to be considered in the
decision-making process.

Liability and Compliance with Legislation/Regulation and Ethics

DTs are a virtual entity and a question raised is whether liability falls on it should also
be accompanied with the necessary of information sharing and processing using AI [36].
DTs are bound with the operation of the physical world and in some cases, there are various
issues of liability. Let’s take the example of materials autonomous delivery which is giving
a lot of attention [37]. In the case of B2B delivery using autonomous vehicles we have the
famous social dilemma on where an autonomous vehicle should move to avoid the death
of the driver or a passenger [38]. Apart from this, depending on the context of the supply
chain we cave specific regulations that have to be met (e.g., Supply Chain Regulation of
Pharmaceutical Samples [39]).

During the supply chain modelling phase, the role of each CDT must be defined along
with the information to be processed and decision-making autonomy. Then, liability will
be defined in accordance with the terms of collaboration and the applicable regulatory
framework.
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The Need for a Code of Fair Operation

It depends on the complexity and nature of operations the CDT is to perform and on
the degree of autonomous behaviour of the actor. In a context of agile supply chains, an
example can be in the materials logistics. In such case, a truck receives (through its CDT)
a request for an ad-hoc delivery. The CDT can then proceed on the decision about the
actions to be done or propose a plan to the person monitoring the CDT behaviour (driver or
operational support whoever is the decision-maker) and the latter confirms the action [30].
In a fully autonomous behaviour, a CDT might decide to abandon a particular request with
consequences on the future collaboration with the customer. Companies need to think of a
code of fair operation in line with its organization values and principles and model them
as rules to be enforced in all phases of CDT operation.

CDT Governance Approach

Our approach on CDT governance will be based on a similar deployment approach
used to model DTs in the city of Cambridge [33]. The main aspects to consider are:

• Define the context of operation (in which factory/supply chain hierarchical structure
does the CDT belong?)

• Identify relevant stakeholders, CDTs and needs (physical asset, other involved as-
sets/CDTs): Include appropriate external stakeholders where needed (e.g., customers
who give input on the design aspects of a product manufactured by a particular
production line CDT).

• Define interactions among stakeholders/CDTs: Clearly identify inputs/outputs, infor-
mation sources and needs.

• Define roles per stakeholder/CDT: Who does what? Which are the decision-making
power and authorizations? Is a particular CDT able to autonomously make decisions
and initiate actions?

• Agree on liability and legislation issues: Agree on the ownership and liability of
any malfunction of the CDT. Define any applicable legislation rule that affects the
operation of the CDT.

• Define rules of collaboration, such as: Who owns data? Which are the norms/rules of
collaboration/information exchange/processing and decision making? Which are the
applicable information authorizations (access control policies, etc.)?

• Define required AI models: Agree on valuable insights that can be provided by
forecasting future outcomes based on past data, or anomalies learnt based on past
data. Explanations should be served along with those insights, to understand models’
rationale behind a forecast or detected anomaly.

• Procedures/workflows: Given an information input and knowledge acquired (cogni-
tion) what is the process to be followed? How can cognition improve this process?

3. The Cognition Process: A Reference Operational Framework Model for CDTs
3.1. The Model

The above enablers are functioning together in an integrated concept, where for each
of the CDTs we can monitoring the flow of information from collection to understanding
and behavioural alerting as indicated in Figure 2:
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The main steps are:
Step #1: Configuration phase/Modelling: Here, we model a factory or any hierarchical

structure of a factory/supply chain as a network of interconnected CDTs along with
interactions and information to be exchanged.

Applicable Enablers:

• Profiling: Define the knowledge about the CDT, assign relationships with other CDTs
(parent-child) to create the structure of the network

• Visualization: Monitor the configuration phase and the different parameters/CDT
characteristics.

• Lifecycle: Define status of the CDT, make ad-hoc or static CDTs, etc.
• Governance: Define governance and decision-making policies; rules of collaboration

among CDTs.

Step #2: Collect data streams about the behaviour of the CDT: Each CDT will collect
information about its behaviour from sensors, systems, other CDTs or external sources
(standards, databases, etc.).

Applicable Enablers:

• Communication: Communication capabilities of the CDT that defines the sources
of the data streams (either from the physical assets and/or from other CDTs that
represent different information sources).

• Computation: refers to basic calculations and transformations that happen either at
the cloud and/or edge.

• Trustworthiness: refers to the applicable security/privacy/trust services and policies
that apply in the process of collecting info from other physical asset/CDTs.

• Visualization: Data streams visualization.
• Lifecycle: Monitor status of the CDT (modelled in step #1).
• Governance: Apply governance policies.

Step #3: Understand Context: Once data is collected it is mapped against the CDT’s
behavioural model. Through cognition services, the CDT understands potential trends,
anomalies or creates new knowledge (in the form of new rules, associations, etc.) that is
not yet known.

Applicable Enablers:

• Cognition: Analytics based on existing behaviour models or data-driven knowledge
extraction that updates the existing model.
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• Computation: Refers to whether cognition services will run at the cloud and/or edge.
• Trustworthiness: Refers to the applicable security/privacy/trust services and policies

that apply when processing info from other physical asset/CDTs.
• Visualization: Knowledge visualizations.
• Lifecycle: Monitor status of the CDT (modelled in step #1).
• Governance: Apply governance policies.

Step #4: Simulate and Prediction (S&P): Once an incident, trend or anomaly is identi-
fied (in the Understand and knowledge generation phase), S&P should allow simulation of
the behaviour of the CDT in the future and predict potential failures in the future. Simula-
tion is performed based on root-cause analysis and using the existing behaviour model
(propagating the behaviour of the system in the future using the new data).

Applicable Enablers:

• Cognition: Simulation and prediction services propagating the system’s behaviour
with the new knowledge in the near future and identify potential anomalies.

• Computation: Refers to whether cognition services will run at the cloud and/or edge.
• Trustworthiness: refers to the applicable security/privacy/trust services and policies

that apply when processing info from other physical asset/CDTs.
• Visualization: Simulation and prediction visualizations.
• Lifecycle: Monitor status of the CDT (modelled in step #1).
• Governance: Apply governance policies.

Step #5: Decisions (optimization): After simulating and predicting the CDT’s be-
haviour, robust optimization services will offer suggestions for improvements. Optimiza-
tion services will propose a new state of the CDT’s behaviour, which has to be validated
using the simulation and prediction services. This feedback loop will consider the new
CDT’s behaviour inputs, simulate and predict its behaviour in the system and assess the
performance (is the problem solved? Is the trend fixed? Other?). If the solution is not
validated, then optimization services have to run again and the feedback process continues.

Applicable Enablers:

• Cognition: Robust optimization services to identify new behaviour parameters. Simu-
lation and prediction services propagating the new (proposed) system’s behaviour in
the near future and identify potential anomalies.

• Computation: Refers to whether cognition services will run at the cloud and/or edge.
• Trustworthiness: Refers to the applicable security/privacy/trust services and policies

that apply when processing info from other physical asset/CDTs.
• Visualization: Behaviour visualization.
• Lifecycle: Monitor status of the CDT (modelled in step #1).
• Governance: Apply governance policies.

Step #6: Actuation: Once the optimized solution is validated, the actuation services
will create the necessary messages to the physical asset in order to alert the behaviour
accordingly.

Applicable Enablers:

• Communication: CDT with physical asset communication.
• Computation: Refers to whether services will run at the cloud and/or edge.
• Trustworthiness: Refers to the applicable security/privacy/trust services and policies

that apply when actuation is performed from CDT to the physical asset.
• Visualization: Monitoring the status of the actuation (confirmed or not, other).
• Lifecycle: Monitor status of the CDT (modelled in step #1).
• Governance: Apply governance policies.
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3.2. Deploying the CDT Operational Model in Connected Agile Supply Networks
3.2.1. Overall

The usage of CDTs in connected factories and supply chains is very important.
Through CDTs, a manufacturing company can virtualize its assets and have a better
monitoring of their performance both at factory and inter-factory level. They can also
improve Production Planning and Predictive Maintenance [14], monitor virtual production
lines by connecting all involved stakeholders [15] and optimize Packaging, Materials and
Logistics [16]. Similar to the concept that a factory is a network of interconnected CDTs,
a vision for agile and connected supply chains is illustrated in Figure 3 and includes
the following:

• A dynamic, living system of “cognitive digital twins” representing all assets, opera-
tions and actors involved: factory, logistics service provider (LSP), trucks, warehouses,
etc. Each entity participating in the supply chain can be modelled as a CDT. Deploying
the enablers described above, each CDT can share only the necessary information with
other CDTs and agree on governance aspects and rules applicable in all communica-
tions and decision-making process.

• Interconnected CDTs at intra- and inter-factory (supply chain) level. This implies the
definition of the information/events to be shared under a common security/privacy
and data integrity framework.

• Different levels of cognition. Depending on the level of autonomy (defined in the
governance framework for each of the CDTs) different cognition capabilities will
apply. Those will vary from basic understanding to autonomous decision making and
actuation.
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3.2.2. Deployment Methodology

The deployment methodology is illustrated in Figure 4 and follows the principles of
the CDT lifecycle described in Section 2.3.3.
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Scope Definition

This is the first phase where we define the case for monitoring and improvement of the
agile supply chain. We need to analyse the challenges, problems and areas of improvement
we expect to address with the CDT model. The basic questions to answer are:

• What is the overall operational flow of my supply chain?
• Why is it critical to monitor the supply chain? We need to justify our focus with KPIs

and other quantitative/qualitative metrics.
• Define the core stakeholders: Who are the ones that contribute most to the chal-

lenge/problem defined above? here we need to define our system boundaries (either
we focus on a specific supplier tier or even select the most important in multiple tiers).

• Define and select the process where to focus: Depending on the challenge, we need to
identify the critical process(es), which will be the focus for modelling and operation.

System Modelling

Once we identify the problem and the case, we need to understand how the collab-
orative supply chain processes work, where the needs for CDTs are and understand the
different capabilities/needs in relation to the CDT enablers described in Section 2.3. After
that, we will be able to configure the cognition operational model process (presented in
Figure 2).

More particularly, the things to address are:

• Operational/process modelling: Create the process workflows and map the stake-
holders, roles, inputs and outputs.

• Define the needs for CDTs: Depending on the challenge, the workflows we need to
understand which asset/process or even entity in the supply chain has to be modelled
as CDT. We might come with a 1-to-1 relationship between CDT and entity or a group
of inter-connected CDTs.

• Elaborate on the CDT enablers: For each of the CDT identified, we need to understand
how the enablers apply. This is a time-consuming issue since all actors have to agree
on the information to be monitored, governance issues, cognition levels of autonomy
per CDT and other parameters.

• Understand and model information needs: The focus is on the information to be
exchanged/collected which will be further used in the analytics/cognition models.

• Deploy and train the necessary cognition/analytics models: Different strategies are
required to train different types of models. To ensure the quality of the service
exposing them, special attention must be put on monitoring concept drift, and models’
performance over time.

• Deploy the necessary optimization algorithms for decision making.
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In this phase we might result in some improvements on the scope and prioritization
of the processes/actors.

Design and Operation

After the modelling phase, we move to the design and operation which is the actual
implementation of the CDTs operation. Here, we create all inter-connectivity services (data
collectors, data exchange services, integration with existing stakeholder’s backend systems)
and necessary cognition/optimization services and visualizations. Initial deployment is
done at the different stakeholders and a first operational trial is done for testing.

The trial phase can be on selected CDTs and a specific scenario. The main goal phase
is to refine and fix the models and enablers (configured in the modelling phase) and the
overall CDT performance.

Rollout

In the rollout we extend the operation to the rest CDTs and scenarios in the operational
model (defined int eh scope definition). It is a continuous and scalable process where we
can extend the scope of the implementation thus redefining and re-implementing the
deployment model.

3.3. Application Areas—Reference Scenarios

The realization of the above operational framework can be applied in different supply
chain contexts and scenarios. Indicatively we can name the following:

3.3.1. Optimizing Material Flows in Circular Supply Chains

Circular economy is becoming more important and many initiatives have launched
on city, manufacturing and other areas. In such a context, all actors need to collaborate
to monitor the waste material flows in a reverse logistics model. We can model all actors
involved in the supply chain (waste producers, logistics operators and recycling or process-
ing factories) as a network of interconnected CDTs where they exchange information about
the current or predicted waste offer, to simulate and optimize logistics network and factory
planning. This scenario is detailed in Section 4.

3.3.2. Virtual Supply Chain Production Lines

This responds to the need of supply chain alignment. The main idea is to create
a virtual production line at the supply chain where all actors (supplier, manufacturer,
warehouses) are modelled as CDTs and planning is performed at the supply chain level
similar to intra-factory. Events such as machine breakdowns, maintenance activities and
other potential delays are shared among the supply chain and through the CDTs we can
simulate the impact in different individual production plans and re-optimize them.

3.3.3. Optimize Material Flows in the Supply Chain

This scenario is more on the logistics aspects where we can optimize the flows from the
factory (product deliveries) and the incoming materials thus improving demand forecasting
and synchronized planning [40].

We can model all involved actors (LSP, origin supplier, factory and other external
LSPs) as CDTs where they can propagate information about their delivery status (delivery
from the factory, load factor during transportation, delivery destinations, SLA terms,
etc.). through a peer-to-peer network all CDTs can assess potential alternatives (merging
deliveries, exception management as a response to an event) and negotiate with other
CDTs optimal solutions to minimize deliveries times and cost. To do this, the CDTs need to
consider other stakeholders’ plans (delivery plans, MRPs for the factories, etc.) so a more
holistic view and approach is needed that extend beyond each CDT status.
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3.3.4. Localization: Ad-Hoc or Constant Collaborations with Local Manufacturers

One of the key factors for resilience in supply chain networks, is the ability to make the
best use of local manufacturers. The deployment of flexible shop floors (3D printing, micro-
scale manufacturers, etc.) enables more agile and local manufacturing sites. Furthermore,
smart specialization platforms (S3P) [41] are local catalogues assisting companies to find
local partners. To cope with the needs of personalization, customization and production
flexibility, responsiveness (time to market, time to fixing, time to replacing parts, etc.)
and cost effectiveness (inventory, production and other costs) are the key factors for
sustainability and resilience within the whole supply network. In such a model, we
can have the local manufacturers as CDTs where we assess various strategies for SLA
management (production or spare parts in response to customer claims).

In the long term, we can model different production networks, distribution and local
support centers as CDTs and perform various scenarios for optimal response taking into
consideration aspects such as: capacity, delivery times, historical customer claims data, etc.
Each actor as a CDT will have its own behaviour and in such simulation scenarios we can
assess the behaviour of the network.

In the short term, we can have also ad-hoc decision making for a particular part that is
not in the production pipeline (for e.g., a part requested by a specific customer). Through
the utilization of CDTs we can assess various alternatives depending on the real-time
information about availability, capacity, delivery times and other parameters.

4. Deploying the Model into Circular Supply Chain—The Case of Circular Supply Chain

In the case of a circular connected supply chain we have different actors interacting
together to collect, forward and process organic waste from different sources (the farm,
motorhomes-RVs) ending to the recycling processing factory. Our focus will be on the
configuration aspects (modelling, communication, governance) and cognition aspects. The
rest enablers (visualizations, computation, trustworthiness, and lifecycle) depend on the
case context, IT/infrastructure maturity, level of trust and other factors, which need to be
analysed per case.

We will start with the overall description of the case (Section 4.1); then we will present
potential scenarios of dynamic behaviour of the supply chain (Section 4.2); finally, we
describe how the operational model works for those scenarios (Section 4.3) in line with the
steps described in Figure 2.

4.1. The Case of Circular Supply Chain in Rural Areas

The case is about a circular connected supply chain in rural areas where we connect all
potential organic waste providers with a dynamic logistics system and the factory, which
process it and returns it back to the rural community (Figure 5). In such a model we can
connect different rural areas through an ecosystem aiming at reducing CO2 emissions and
minimum waste in the environment.
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4.2. Operational Scenarios

From operation point of view we can have different scenarios of how this connected
model can work:

4.2.1. Scenario #1: Informing about Feedstock Availability and Collection/Deposit Points

The request for waste collection can happen through the following ways:

Collection from farmers

Farmers monitor information about their feedstock. Organic waste for example is mod-
elled as CDT with the following parameters: (a) Type of waste; (b) Quality characteristics;
(c) Quantity. Some of those parameters can be monitored with sensors and others manually.
A request for collection by the farmer will be sent to the system. Such request will be
forwarded to the factory and the LSPs (responsible collection partners) with whom the
farmer or factory has a contract.

Collection from motorhomes (RVs)

If the waste tank of a RV is almost full (this can be understood either from an embedded
sensor or the driver inserts this information thought a mobile app) the RV CDT propagates
the information about its location, feedstock type/quality characteristic and quantity and
requests a suggestion for deposit or collection.

Local LSPs or bio-processing factories are informed about the availability of waste to
be collected.

Deposit feedstock waste in the bin

Following the above collection cases, the feedstock provider (farmer or RV) might be
suggested to deposit the waste in a bin that is close to its location.

4.2.2. Scenario #2: Optimized Logistics Operations

LSPs/Feedstock collection actors need to organize their resources and operations in a
more flexible and predicted manner. This means the following:

• Predictions of feedstock availability based on experience and historical data: In such
case, the LSP can organize better the collection points. Those can be for example,
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deposit bins or mobile processing units where possible and/or daily positioning the
network of trucks in specific locations to respond quicker to a particular need.

• Optimal planning (or re-planning to satisfy the different requests): (re-) Planning can
have the following forms: a) routing (finding the optimal route) or b) find the truck
that (based on its location and existing route) can fulfil the particular order. Further
to this, optimization will deal with the problem “Where to find the nearest actor to
deposit my waste of someone to collect it”.

4.2.3. Scenario #3: Waste Incoming Handling from the Factory

The factory is aware in real-time of requests from feedstock providers about quantities
to be received and can make a better planning of the incoming materials handling process
and further create an optimal schedule of the process.

Improving scheduling of the incoming materials will improve cost-effective storage
and better quality of the by-products to be processed (depending on their characteristics: for
e.g., some by-products need to be processed immediately while others can wait some days).

4.3. Configuration/Modelling Phase (Step 1 in the Operational Model)
4.3.1. Stakeholders, Roles and Applicable CDTs

Following the above context and scenarios, we have the following stakeholders and
their roles in the supply chain:

4.3.2. CDTs Liability, Collaboration and Governance

For each of the CDT there are different possible configurations with regards gover-
nance, cognition and the rest enablers. This depends on the level of control of CDT by its
owner. The table below illustrates the main CDTs interactions in terms of information to be
exchanged, liability, cognition and autonomy levels.

4.4. The Cognition Process (Steps 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 in the Operational Model)
4.4.1. Collect Data Streams about the Behaviour of the CDT (Step #2 of the
Operational Model)

Every actor in the supply chain is modelled along with its assets as a CDT (see Table 1)
and the whole value chain is modelled as a network of all stakeholders’ CDTs with all
interrelations among them (see Table 2). Each stakeholder has different levels of interaction
with others and with the necessary information to be exchanged (e.g., a farmer can send
information about waste availability and the receiver is both the LSP and the factory).

Table 1. Stakeholders in the case of circular rural value chain.

Stakeholder Description Role in Connected Supply Chain

Factory Waste processing factory
• Is informed about real-time material flows
• Improved handling of incoming materials
• Optimized logistics and production planning

Farmer Producer of incoming materials (woods, organic
waste, etc.)

Using an app, informs about the availability of materials to
be collected

Waste bin Bin where other people can deposit waste Using a sensing device communicate with the LSP the need
for waste to be collected

Warehouse Deposit place where farmers can throw their
waste with their own trucks

Informs the LSP about the availability of waste or forwards it
to the factory

Motorhomes Moving actors which need to deposit their
organic waste into the bins

Using an application, they can identify the nearest waste bin
to deposit their waste

LSP Collection and forwarding waste into the factory Gets notifications from farmers, bins, warehouses, and
motorhomes, about the availability of material to be collected
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Table 2. CDTs and inter-relations in the circular value chain.

CDT
Information Receiver

Liability
(Stakeholder)

Autonomy
for Decision

Making
Processing

Factory Farmer Waste Bin Warehouse Motorhome LSP Truck

Processing
factory - Factory Per case

Farmer’s
waste

Waste to
collect

Waste to
collect/deposit

Waste to
collect Farmer Per case

Waste bin Waste to
collect

Availability
and location

to deposit
the waste

Waste to
collect Owner of waste bin Automatic

Warehouse Waste to
collect

Waste to
collect Warehouse owner Per case

Motorhome
Location and

waste
availability

Motorhome
manufacturer/driver Per case

LSP truck Waste to
forward LSP provider/driver Per case

A CDT is also always aware of its status (“where am I”, “how much waste quantity I
have”, “waste quality characteristics”, etc.). Such information is a result of data streams
coming from sensors or existing systems (real-time information or manually inserted using
a mobile application) communicated from the “physical waste” to its CDT representation.

The CDT broadcasts the public information to the rest CDTs in the network in a secure
way. For example, a motorhome publishes its specific information about its status (location,
waste type, etc.) and searches the nearest and more relevant (for the waste type) bin
for deposit.

The CDT constantly communicates with its fellow CDTs and tries in a collaborative
way to effectively collect the waste in the most optimal way.

4.4.2. Understand Context (Step #3 in the Operational Model)

Data broadcasted by the CDT (see Section 4.4.1) reflect the current state of the physical
counterpart in all modelled aspects. Virtual mapping procedures can be used to map data
to a knowledge graph, considering semantic meaning of data, and known relationships.
Reasoning can be then used to create new deductive knowledge based on the one encoded
in the knowledge graph. Anomaly and concept drift detection models can be applied on
incoming streams to detect irregular context and decide whether forecasts can be trusted,
or existing models should be updated.

To ensure trustworthiness, it is important to inform how new deductive knowledge
was acquired. If probabilistic soft logic is used for link prediction, probabilities should be
informed along with the relationships. For anomaly and concept drift detection models
it is desired to inform reasons why certain data is considered anomalous, or how strong
the concept drift is, which may provide additional insights when applying heuristics to
automate decisions, or to guide users’ decision-making.

Visualizations play an important role. By conveying acquired information in a simple
and understandable way, they allow to monitor the status of the CDT, their evolution and
provide ground for decision-making regarding simulation and prediction models based on
mirrored data.

4.4.3. Simulate and Prediction (Step #4 in the Operational Model)

Simulation and prediction models mostly provide insights into normal operating
conditions. Data-based models can be used to learn from past anomalous situations
and recognize new ones while also explaining the reasons to do so. Once an anomalous
situation is identified, simulations can be run to predict expected outcomes. Such insights
can provide high value to end-users assisting them in decision-making.

Visualizations are of utmost importance since they can convey much information
regarding future scenarios simply and understandably and providing different insights
based on the end-user role. They should provide information regarding typical operational
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scenarios, how anomalous situations differ, and eventually highlight the top reasons driving
those forecasts. Through these visualizations, the user can understand the magnitude of
the changes or anomalies observed, expected outcomes, and weight reasons considered by
the models to decide if they should be trusted or additional considerations are required.

4.4.4. Decisions (Optimization) (Step #5 of the Operational Model)

In each of the scenarios we have different decisions, which correspond to suggestions
by the CDTs:

• Farmers to get a proposal about which is the optimal way to deposit the waste: either
finding the nearest available bin/mobile processing unit or send a request to an LSP
because a truck is nearby and is available to pick the waste.

• The nearest truck CDT gets a request about a waste to be collected. Given its existing
route/collection plan, the CDT gets the request and processing it and decisions can be:

- The CDT collects the plan with a new optimized delivery plan or
- The CDT communicates with other truck CDTs and “negotiate” the collection

from others.

• The RV gets a recommendation of the optimal way to deposit the waste: a nearby bin
CDT or a truck CDT.

• The factory CDT gets optimal recommendations for production scheduling, mate-
rial handling based on the real-time information and forecasts about the incoming
materials.

• In a more strategic view, the LSP can organize better the collection points. Those
can be for example: deposit bins or mobile processing units where possible) and/or
position the network of trucks in specific locations to respond quicker to a particular
need. Based on the supply chain behaviour of how waste is collected, how often
and from which location, the LSP can assess different scenarios and find an optimal
network that can satisfy ad-hoc requests and with the minimum respond time and
cost.

4.4.5. Actuation (Step #6 in the Operational Model)

Actuation depends on the level of autonomy defined in the governance model (in the
configuration step). We can have the following:

• Manual actuation from the user (driver, farmer, etc., which means no CDT actuation).
• Semi-manual actuation: the CDT gets the approval by the end user about what to do

and the CDT performs the action.
• Automatic actuation: this can be for decisions that the CDT is able to perform and act.

5. Conclusions

In this paper we have presented a holistic approach to configuration and operation
of the CDTs in agile and resilient supply chains. Our proposed model is built on the
fundamentals of inter-connectivity, information sharing and cognition capabilities of the
Digital Twins. Through the cognition process we can understand failures and trends,
simulate different scenarios, predict impact, and assess different optimization solutions in
the whole supply chain context.

Deployment and operation of the model requires collaboration at the design phase. All
actors in the supply chain need to work together and agree on a very detailed configuration
scheme addressing not only the cognition process, but also all enablers that supports the
information exchange, processing and actuation. This is an exercise that takes time and
requires trust and transparency among stakeholders. IT alignment is a challenge, but the
most important one is change management: the ability to re-engineer both intra- and inter-
organization processes involving people, systems, reinforcing collaborative culture, support
decentralizing decision-making and a mindset towards adaptation and improvement.
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Future work on this topic will be on measuring the effectiveness of the model deploy-
ment in a supply chain context with quantitative KPIs. The evaluation targets need to
be set per case. This means that different supply chains will have their own operational
needs, requirements and processes to be monitored and improved. Some generic (and
indicative) criteria can be: improved time to market (for a new product development);
early detection of a defect in the supply chain (early warnings, response times along the
supply chain actors-CDTs); improvements due to the optimization model applied, etc. In
parallel, using a qualitative analysis we will try to assess more “soft” aspects such as people
satisfaction and improvement as well as increase of trust and collaboration among the
different stakeholders.
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